### Basic Paramedic Kit

**Product Code:** NKQLDTBBK4/1

- **Product Code:** SU180B
  - **Description:** Universal Scissors 18CM Black

- **Product Code:** NPL
  - **Description:** Paramedic Pouch - Fits Stethoscope and Equipment

- **Product Code:** DTLB
  - **Description:** Professional Penlight

**Order Code:** NKQLDTBBK4

**Price:** $56.95 *Including GST*

---

### Premium Paramedic Kit

**Product Code:** NKQLDTBKB4

- **Product Code:** LSCLT
  - **Description:** Liberty Classic Tunable Stethoscope

- **Product Code:** SU180B
  - **Description:** Universal Scissors 18CM Black

- **Product Code:** NPL
  - **Description:** Paramedic Pouch - Fits Stethoscope and Equipment

- **Product Code:** DTLB
  - **Description:** Professional Penlight

**Order Code:** NKQLDTBKB4

**Price:** $129.95 *Including GST*

---

**Available Kit Colours**

- **Black Kit (Pictured)**
  - **Order Code:** NKQLDTBBK4
- **Navy Blue Kit**
  - **Order Code:** NKQLDTBNB4
- **Orange Kit**
  - **Order Code:** NKQLDTB04

---

**Basic and Premium Paramedic Kits available from — Queensland University of Technology Bookshop**

---
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